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CSR Racing 2 - A new part of a good racing simulator in which the player is once again invited to participate in drag races quarter mile and beyond. Developers have been working on the quality of the sequel, improving the visual quality and animation, thereby moving the drawn graphics to the original. The gameplay game differs a little from its predecessor: it is necessary to start
well with the time shift gears. At the beginning of his career, the driver is given a car that does not have the most outstanding performance. But that's enough for a couple of initial contests. Over time, the more difficult the victory is, you will have to use upgrades or buy a new car. There is also a multiplayer mode where the opponent is selected randomly. After assigning rates the
contest begins, in which the winner takes everything. Therefore, you can earn, but this prevents permanently ending the fuel, which for a long time then restored. CSR Racing 2 - Continuation of racing series games that takes place at a more qualitative level and satisfies the lover of virtual racing competitions. Page 2 Racing Rivals - a simulation of drag racing that competes with
players from around the world. Gameplay is a race straight one-on-one. Riders only need time to shift gears and push the accelerator pedal to the floor. Any delay can cost first place in the race. The user is invited to participate in several game modes: career mode races with the same machines and team races. And it all happens online with real players. For victory is a given in-
game currency that is spent wisely. He acquired a variety of innovations aimed at improving the performance and appearance of the car. Suspension, engine, transmission, brakes, nitro increases - all improved, which gives you more chances to win races. The game also features a huge fleet of real cars - from powerful muscle cars to luxury sports cubes. The graphics are
amazing - machines and trails made at a high level. Sound is also good, especially I want to emphasize realistic sound effects on car exhaust. Racing Rivals - a gorgeous simulator of drag racing that is beloved by fans of the genre. Page 3 CSR Racing - The game is a real gift for fans of drag racing, beautiful cars, speed and adrenaline. On the standard track in the fourth part
mile, you will have the opportunity to prove your skills. Amazingly realistic graphics like even the most demanding connoisseurs. The game features accurate visual and physical models of more than eight dozen cars. The mechanics of the game consists of a filigree power unit control car, a good start forcing the optimal number of revolutions. The real highlight of the game is
pumping and car maintenance: tire change, integration of technical upgrades, fill nitrous oxide, installation of turbochargers. Having learned all the subtleties You will be able to become king on the city streets. Special pleasure offers multiplayer, which unlike missions on a world tour, a normal passage, provides a sea of adrenaline. Page 4 of Real Racing 3 - Continuation of the
famous series of racing games for Android companies FireMonkey and Electronic Arts. The first part was warmly received by the fans and received a lot of positive reviews, but the new part caused a lot of questions. The problem is that developers decided to set aside the old distribution plan, the app - one purchase. Now the game is available model Free2Play. It seems that a
relative tip should be good news. Nuance lies in implementation. After each updated machine gamers will have to wait for spare parts. The higher the level, the longer you wait, it can last up to 12 hours. And cars need to fix it, so virtual mechanics are also required. If you don't want to wait – pay. Mechanics and physics have not changed much, apart from the fact that it is now
easier to enter turns. The new part of the game has become more arcade. Real Racing 3 is not a complete multiplayer here for real gamers to replace the computer. The graphics are very good, but not optimized enough. The app sometimes slows down even strong mobile devices. But it's not limited. Textures tend to disappear, the driver inside the cockpit connects it to a single
color, the main menu is filled with pink tinge. However, the latest updates for all bugs fixed. Real Racing 3 should be recommended for those who have not played in the previous part of the series. Despite some drawbacks, the game is able to please a virtual racer with high quality graphics, a good engine and a great collection of licensed cars. NaturalMotionGames Ltd Android
4.4 + version: 2.17.2 $0 CSR Racing 2 (MOD, Free Shopping) - the second part of the famous drag racing android devices. Compared to the first version of the game, CSR Racing 2 received a huge mass of improvements and modifications. Beautiful graphics and great physics will surprise you and a great selection of racing cars, not only win, but also all fans can pull you several
hours to play. Upgrade your off-machine and inside, make them faster and more compelling. Compete and measure our horses with your opponents and prove to everyone that you are the best racer in CSR 2 mod APK! Updated version 2.17.2! Tôu các bạn hai tôi or m⼤t trò chơi đua xe trên di đ⼤ng có th⼤ sẽ nặng tr Mikec l⼤c [Hiòn⼤n]Trò chơi đua xe c⼤a nhà phát hành
NaturalMotionGames đã đạt hơn 130 triikeu lưưt tải tên Google Play vơi những đánh giá tích cưc cưa ngưưi chi. 2000-2000-0000 An impressive upgraded version of his predecessor. Realistic graphics, sharp images, high image quality, attractive gameplay, many famous supercars,... many reasons why you can download this game to your phone. Especially part 2 of this series of
top racing games is also enhanced virtual reality (AR) mode. Dream supercarsIn this ultra-sleek next version of the famous racing game CSR Racing, cars are the main factor. Even if they rush at breakneck speed, you can still understand how thoroughly the cars in CSK Racing 2 are maintained. However, it's not up to the break in the circles that you really feel about it. Each car is
reproduced unexpectedly at a realistic level. When the camera slips through the garage to help players admire the shiny curves from all directions, all the cars look very bright and brand new because they are just taken from the showroom. With enhanced virtual reality technology Touch the bonnet opens, you can clearly see every detail of the engine. You can also open the door
to check out the luxurious interior inside the car. In addition, if you use the new mode to have enhanced virtual reality (AR) bring cars into the real world, you can tilt your phone and zoom in to see more clearly. Every aspect of CSR Racing 2 is taken care of in every detail. Becoming a championIn races, just one detail can make the difference between winning close and lose,
enough to keep you focused. Like the first version of plastic, you need to pedal the accelerator as soon as the timer has just reached O level so that the car starts quickly. Then you change the number, when the needle reaches the green, then accretion more nitrogen time. I hope this will help you bypass your opponent! You have to win by constantly building the name of street
racing gangs. Their respect makes you famous, and you soon realize that there are others watching your progress. Finally, you will have the right to confront the leader of this region. If you win them three times, There's a chance to take your car too! Upgrade your car If you do upgrade your car, the next races will get harder and harder. However, you can earn money buying
components in a number of ways, such as race events between one player and the other, and the ranking of races increased bonuses when the challenge is difficult. After only making money to upgrade the car, you can start tinkering and awake. You can adjust the balance between higher top speed and faster acceleration, depending on the rival racer and the race location of
your choice. You can also import components that are combined with existing additions for maximum performance. Becoming the No.1 car designer of CSR Racing 2.It is just as important that you tweak the car to suit certain events. In wet weather, for example, tyres need better traction. You will feel victorious when you are careful in preparing to pay off, as well as knowing that
you have conquered your opponent when you look at the shots taken at the finish line of the race, which appears to be a winning door. MOD APK version of CSR Racing 2MOD FunctionS be sure money.mod version will help you? All vehicles from the store will cost 1 or 0.How to install CSR Racing 2 MOD APK + OBBFirst, you must remove the original version once you have
installed google play.Download APK and OBB files in the MOD version. Extract the file com.naturalmotion.customstreetracer2.zip. Copy the com.naturalmotion.customstreetracer2 folder to the Android/obb folder. Install the APK file. Download CSR Racing 2 MOD APK (Unlimited Money) CSR Racing 2 is a serial version that adds a lot of attractive and engaging content. This is
really a game too fast and too dangerous, exquisitely kneaded from a skilful hands development team. If you are a lover of flaming racetracks or are looking for an attractive racing game on your phone, this game is a great suggestion. That's great.
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